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(BEGINNING OF TAPE 12, SIDE A) 

ANDREW JILANI: It is Sunday, July the twenty-fifth. I am sitting at the house-, 

apartment of Prashu Ram Bastola. He is from Nepal, and it's around three-fifteen, and-, 

er... we are about to begin our interview. Ahm... first of all, Ram Jeet-, is it okay if I 

call you Ram Jeet? 

PRASHU RAM BASTOLA: Yes, sure. 

AJ: Thank you very much, for your time. 

PB: Thank you. 

AJ: Especially because this is time for you to rest. I know that you work twelve 

hours every day at the restaurant. So, I am very thankful to you for this. So, my first 

question to you is that-, when you were in Nepal, what did you do there? 

PB: I was teaching when I was in Nepal. 

AJ: Teaching? 

PB: Yeah. In the middle-, er... high school. I used to teach there. I taught there 

for twenty-two years. 

AJ: Okay? 

PB: And-, er.... There-, school-, er... I was school in-charge also. 

AJ: You were in charge of the school? 

PB: Yes. 
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AJ: What did you teach there? 

PB: I was a language. Nepali language. 

AJ: Nepali language? 

PB: Yes. At first I also taught mathematics. 

AJ: Okay. What classes [grades] were you teaching? 

PB: I-, up to class ten. 

AJ: Three? 

PB: Ten. Class ten. 

AJ: Oh, class ten. I'm sorry. Okay. Class ten. So-, how did you decide to come 

to America? 

PB: Now—. As I told you earlier. Now Nepal-, is the-, poorest country in the 

world. And the condition of the economy is very low. 

AJ: In Nepal? 

PB: Yes, in Nepal. Right now-, this-, the teaching job-, was not sufficient for even 

my small family. You know? 

AJ: Your salary was not enough? 

PB: Yes. The salary I got from the Nepal government, was not enough to sustain 

even a small family. For the education, food, etc., of the children. The lifestyle there 

became very low, so, I thought it was necessary to go abroad and work hard for two or 

four years will help improve the economic condition of my family. What-, hope-, what 

you call it in India? 

AJ: "Umeed" [hope]. 

PB: So, I came here with this hope. That's why--. 
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AJ: You-, how long have you been here? 

PB: Yes? 

AJ: How long has it been since you have been here? 

PB: Sorry? 

AJ: When did you come here? 

PB: Me-, it's been about thirteen, fourteen months. 

AJ: Thirteen, fourteen months? 

PB: Yes. 

AJ: How do you like America? 

PB: One thing about America-, the culture here is very different from that of Nepal. 

You can say, on the surface, it seems to be very different-, the family system here. And 

then-, my-, generally speaking-, actually-, I have not been able to study in details about 

many things here. Because I get very little time. You are aware of that, aren't you? 

Generally speaking-, if you see, there's a world of a difference in all systems here if you 

compare them with there [in Nepal]. That's why, the lifestyle here-, for going around, 

moving around here-, is very difficult for me to adapt. 

AJ: You are finding it difficult? 

PB: Yes. Because there are very few similarities between here and India. That's 

what I feel. 

AJ: So, when you arrived here, did you like this country in the beginning? What 

was your—? 

PB: I used to think that in comparison with Nepal, America would be very big, 

everything here would be much better, you know-, the people would be very good, the 
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systems here would be very good also. That's what I felt. So far-, I have not been able to 

take a closer look at the political system here, so I cannot comment on that, but the 

social-, social system here-, is very different from our country, so every thing looks new 

tome. 

AJ: Seems new? 

PB: Yes. But I will say that I found things to be quite different from what I had 

imagined it would be. 

AJ: You found it quite different? 

PB: Yes. What image of America did you have in your mind when you were 

there? 

PB: As I said earlier, I used to think it's very big, everything is available here-, you 

know, easily available—. 

AJ: Easily available. 

PB: Yes. [My feeling now is that] For local people here-, those that are citizens 

here, it's very good. But foreigners-, those that come here for two or four years, have a 

lot of problems. That-, if one doesn't have a car, he can't do anything. To acquire a car, 

to move around, the whole system is new, and it's difficult to adapt to, so-, that's why-, 

and the-, considering the exchange rate of dollar and other currencies, it gets very 

expensive [for us] here. Like, in Nepal-, one dollar is equivalent-, now-, about sixty-

eight rupees. 

AJ: In Nepal? 

PB: Yes. And if you bring rupees from there, doesn't amount to much when you 

exchange it here, [laughter] That is why, spending is also a problem here. 
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AJ: Okay. Where is your family? 

PB: In Nepal. We live in ( ). 

AJ: Okay. 

PB: I have two kids-, very young kids. 

AJ: Very young kids? Son--? 

PB: One son, and one daughter. Yes, one daughter. 

AJ: Did your wife work, or she does now? 

PB: My wife is teaching. 

AJ: Oh, teaching. Is she doing that now? 

PB: Yes, she does that now. 

AJ: And-, how did you get married? 

PB: Marriage-, we did not have an arranged marriage—. Had a love marriage, 

[laughter] 

AJ: Tell us how-, how you had a love marriage? 

PB: Like-, right now-, it's very difficult to talk about matters of the heart now. 

[laughter] 

AJ: it's difficult? 

PB: Well, we like each other, s that's all. 

AJ: So-, you-. Do you miss your home? 

PB: Yes. A lot. 

AJ: What all do you miss? Which are the people you miss most? 

PB: Living here-, you miss everything from there. There-, wife and children, 

home, friends, brothers--. 
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AJ: "Saathi" [actually means companions, used at times in the sense of friends] ? 

PB: Saathi means friends. 

AJ: You have any sisters? 

PB: Yes, I have one sister. 

AJ: One sister. Okay, how many brothers? 

PB: Two brothers. 

AJ: Two brothers. 

PB: Brothers-. I mean, one is older than me. 

AJ: One is older than you. And your mother, and—. 

PB: Yes? 

AJ: Your mother, and-. 

A THIRD PERSON: Daddy, mummy. 

PB: Mummy--. No. 

AJ: They have passed away. 

PB: They died a long time ago. My daddy died when I was eight years old, and my 

mother died five years ago. 

AJ: What did your father do? 

PB: I don't really know. I was too young when he died. Ahm his work was 

basically agriculture. 

AJ: Your father did agriculture work. So-. You just mentioned that you miss your 

friends, brothers, your wife and children. When you miss them, what do you do? 

PB: Well-Just keep missing them, and thinking of them, I guess. Sometimes-, I 

write to them. Sometimes I call them. There's nothing else I can do. 
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AJ: Since you have come here-, have you met many people that are from Nepal, 

India, from Pakistan? 

PB: From India-, friends who are working with me here-, are from India, you 

know. 

AJ: They're here every day. 

PB: Yes. They are with me every day. From Nepal-, there are two or three-, and 

I've had phone contact with them. I haven't had face to face contact with them. 

AJ: No face to face contact? 

PB: No. Only by phone with two or three-. 

AJ: So, where do these Nepali people live? 

PB: These Nepali people live in Greensboro. 

AJ: Oh, Greensboro? Okay. 

PB: First they used to work in my restaurant. 

AJ: Okay? 

PB: Now they're in a Chinese restaurant there. 

AJ: So-, do you know if there are many Nepali families-, in Raleigh, Durham, or-, 

in Greensboro, or not many? 

PB: It's hard to say offhand-, there are some, and we seldom meet. 

AJ: Do you go to the mandir here-, temple-, the Hindu temple? 

PB: I have heard there is a Hindu temple in this area. I have only heard, but have 

not been there yet. 

AJ: Haven't been there yet? Okay. 
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PB: Because I don't have a reliable vehicle yet-, I'm having problems with that-, 

and don't have much time--. 

AJ: Don't have much time. 

PB: Going-, I am still thinking about going sometime. 

AJ: Right. So-, besides Indians-, have you made any friends among Americans-, 

any white, black, Mexican--? At least talked to them? 

PB: Uptil now-, yes I've talked to them. Because-. I have an American friend-, 

there- er.... In Vincent Salem. 

AJ: In Vincent Salem? 

PB: Yes. I have talked a lot with him, and we did go around with him. 

AJ: So-, for twenty two years you were a teacher, and now you work in a 

restaurant-, how do you feel about it? A teacher's job is quite different from restaurant 

work—. 

PB: Ahm.... I feel that an exact classification of this [the difference] is very 

difficult. ( ). Where teaching line is concerned-, it's very good [as a 

profession], because your relationships are with the educated and it's a job of reading and 

writing—. 

AJ: What's that? 

PB: Writing, etc.-, has to do papers, etc. And the restaurant work has to do with 

utensils, [laughter] And with food-, so it's different. Very different. 

AJ: Do you like this? 

PB: It's-, not really like—. It's a necessity. A necessity. Because when you are in 

America, you do a lot of things out of necessity. 
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AJ: Okay. Uh-huh. So-, what do you think about America? 

PB: Meaning? 

AJ: People here, the society here, the lifestyle here. Do you like it, or--? 

PB: Yes-. I mentioned earlier also, that everything here is different. Our system-, 

each and every system-, culture-, is different. But for living here, it's good. For us, it's 

new. When you come into a new system, everyone finds it difficult to adjust to it. That 

is why, because all the systems are new for me here-, new family system, new system to 

move about, for me-. How can I explain this? I am having difficulties here. 

AJ: Having difficulties. 

PB: I feel that. Those that live here-, those that are born here and live all their lives 

here-, for them-, they adapt to it, so it's good for them. Because-, over here-, the working 

hours are very few compared to Nepal. In Nepal, you work a lot but make very little, but 

here you work less but make a lot of money. That is why-, the currency here is strong-, 

and that's why imported goods are not so expensive. ( ). That 

is why the lifestyle here-, food, etc., for purchasing goods-, is very good. 

A J: Have you been to any other state in America? 

PB: Uptil now-, only North Carolina. I have not been to any other state. 

AJ: You came here first? 

PB: Yes. Yes. I'm thinking of going somewhere now. 

AJ: You have any other family members, or friends? 

PB: No family member-. One-, er my-, er.... Brother-in-law-. 

AJ: Brother-in-law. Okay. 

PB: In Morrisville, North Carolina. 
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AJ: That's a family member, isn't it? 

PB: Ahm not a blood relation. ( ) relation. Relationship through 

marriage. 

AJ: Okay. 

PB: Brother-in-law. 

AJ: Brother-in-law. Your sister's--? 

PB: My wife's brother. 

AJ: Ah... Okay, okay. Yeah, that's better. Your wife's-. 

PB: That's a ( ) relation. 

AJ: How do you spend your day? How many days you work every week? 

PB: Right now-, now-, in the morning-, I get up at nine, and get ready to go to the 

restaurant. Then, from ten to three in the afternoon, or three-fifteen, or sometimes even 

till three-thirty, I stay at the restaurant. Then I come home and rest for an hour. At four 

thirty, I have to get ready for the restaurant again. 

AJ: Okay. Five o'clock-. 

PB I work till ten-, sometimes I have to stay on till ten-thirty, or even eleven. So, 

when I get home, it's time to sleep, and that leaves no time to go anywhere else. 

AJ: You have been to any other country besides America? 

PB: No. This is my first time. 

AJ: India, or Bangladesh. 

PB: I have been to India, once. I went to Delhi one time. Because that's not a 

problem. We don't need a visa. 

AJ: You don't need a visa. 
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PB: No. That's why when we visit India, we don't consider it going to another 

country [laughter]. 

AJ: It's the same. Do you ever meet your neighbors here? 

PB: We see each other, and say "hi", but nothing more than that. They also don't 

have the time. They usually have their off days on Saturday and Sunday, but we are bust 

on these days, so there's never an opportunity and the time to meet them. 

AJ: Ahm.... [pause] Have you ever been invited by an American family-, on a 

birthday party, or Christmas, or New Year. 

PB: Ahm... Not yet. 

AJ: Any American family, or an Indian family? 

PB: Indian family-, where I used to work at first-, in Asheville--. 

AJ: Where did you work before? 

PB: Asheville, North Carolina. In Asheville. 

AJ: Asheville? Ah! You worked in Asheville. 

PB: Yes. There-, were some Punjabi people, and it was their daughter's birthday. ( 

)• 

AJ: Daughter! You said that in Punjabi. 

PB: Yes. I cannot even speak Hindi properly. I just learnt a few words of Punjabi 

from there. 

AJ: You worked in a restaurant there also? 

PB: Yes. 

AJ: How-, how long? 

PB: I-, worked ten months there. I've been here less than two months. 
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AJ: So-, you liked Asheville, or Chapel Hill better? How do you find both cities. 

PB: Where liking is concerned, over here it is slightly better. Like-, it's hard to say 

whether I like-, I'll work here longer, and-, but then, you like a place if your work is 

good, [laughter] But, the workload is less here. It's a bit easier. That's why I like it a bit 

better here. 

AJ: Okay. So, you were telling me, you work six days? 

PB: In a week, we work six and a half days. We get half a day off. 

AJ: Get half a day off. And-, ahm.... approximately how many hors you work per 

day? 

PB: Ahm.... ten to eleven-, twelve. 

AJ: Ten to eleven, or twelve. 

PB: Yeah. 

AJ: Will you get sick leave, if you are not well? 

PB: Yes? 

AJ: You get sick leave? 

PB: Nothing. We get no such thing. Nothing here, [pause] 

AJ: In your opinion, for the people who come from South Asia, from Nepal, from 

Pakistan, from India-, is this country a good place to come to? 

PB: What aspect would you like to discuss? Economic-, or-? 

AJ: About everything. About everything. 

PB: Now-, in my-, er.... in my-, ahm... how do I explain this? In my opinion--. I 

feel that whoever comes here from a foreign country—those that I have come across— 

come here for the money. 
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AJ: For the money? 

PB: Yes. Because-, you can earn more here than other countries-, if you work 

here. You work hard, but-, because this currency is more powerful than other currencies. 

So, I think, that's what a lot of people have come here. There are also some that come for 

education, or maybe a few for tourism, to look around. The economic condition here is 

good-, for those who come from other countries. That's what it looks to me like-, 

[laughter] 

AJ: So-, if a friend of yours from Nepal wants to come here also. And asks you for 

advice, what would you tell him? What would you advise him? 

PB: I'll tell him to come if he wants to just look around. America is not at all like 

the image we have of it in Nepal. 

AJ: Okay? 

PB: Just to look around for some time, or wants to work for a couple or four years 

and go back, then it's not bad. But would no recommend immigrating here for good. To 

explain it better to my friend, I will give this example. Like, if a fly enters a beehive, it 

gets sweet honey to eat, but it ends up getting stuck inside and dies there. America is like 

that, [laughter] because those that come here abroad, gradually get stuck here. 

AK: Right. And-, what are your plans-, what are your plans for the future? How 

long do you plan to stay here, and you will bring your family here, or--? 

PB: No, sir. I don't have plans to settle here. Now, I have come here, but for at the 

most, four or five years-, to save some money, look around the country, and then go back. 

That's my plan. 

AJ: Four or five years? In these years you will miss your family a lot. 
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PB: Yes, I miss them even now. But there are facilities like telecommunication. I 

can write letters, etc. And if I miss them too much, then I may think of going back, 

[laughter] 

A J: What will you do once you go back to Nepal? 

PB: I-, I am, for the time being, on leave from my job. I can get leave for up to 

three years. When I came here, I had taken one year's leave, which is finished now. I 

sent an application from here, and got my leave extended for sixteen months. 

AJ: Okay. 

PB: I'll see in some months, what happens, [laughter] 

AJ: Do you have any other hobbies? What do you do other than work? 

PB: What is hobbies? 

AJ: Oh... something that interests you-, like singing, playing an instrument, etc. 

PB: No. I can't play any instrument. I sometimea hum a tune under my breath, but 

that's all. 

AJ: So, you hum? You hum tunes from songs? 

PB: Yes. 

AJ: Tell us which ones. 

PB: Nepali songs-, sometimes-, even Hindi. Just to pass the time. 

AJ: If you want to tell an American how people live in Nepal-, or what is Nepali 

society like, what would you tell him? 

PB: For Nepalis to live here? 

AJ: No. The way people live there. If an American asks you how people live in 

Nepal. Now that you have seen how the lifestyle here is-, how? 
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PB: Yes. Yes. In Nepal-, I'll try to explain it this way. In Nepal we have ( 

). Now-, there are many factors-, like the family pattern, the education factor, economic 

factor-. 

AJ: Tell us about the family factor. 

PB: The family factor-, in Nepal-, from ( ) family to an extended family 

system. Now, the extended family system is not followed as it used to be. There are very 

few extended families now. Ahm... What happens there is-, it's very different from here-, 

the difference is, whatever the father earns, or the mother earns, is for their children. 

They save for the children. Over here, the lifestyle is quite isolated-, in my opinion. 

Like, the children, wife-, in Nepal from the youngest child to the oldest member of the 

family, all live in one family. First, the elders take care and raise the children, and then 

when the elders grow older, the children look after them. It happens this way there. It's 

different here-, doesn't happen like that. Ahm... 

AJ: And about the education factor? 

PB: The education factor in Nepal--. I have actually never been to a school or 

college here, so-, I don't know much about the system here. Education in nepal is a big 

problem. Over here, it's easy-, to get education-, the government helps you. That's not 

the way over there. One has to do anything he wants on his own. If one doesn't want to 

get education, even then it's okay. And education is also very expensive there-, I mean, 

by local standards there. So many people cannot afford to get to campus-, they just give 

education after high school. The government has not been able to do that yet. That is 

why, there are a lot of problems. 
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AJ: Yeah, [pause] Now I would like to ask you if you have changed in any way 

since you came here and lived-, first in Asheville, and then in Chapel Hill? 

PB: Yes? 

AJ: Are there any changes in you-, like in your thinking, in your lifestyle? 

PB: No, sir. I am just as I came from Nepal, [laughter] No changes. 

AJ: No changes! 

PB: One should state the fact, whatever it is. 

AJ: Okay. Right, [pause] Ahm.... Over here, in Chapel Hill or Carrboro-. Have 

you ever been to Carrboro? 

PB: No. 

AJ: It's a small town near here. This road here goes straight to Carrboro. You've 

never been there? 

PB: No. Er.... I actually did go in that direction-, just for about five or ten minutes. 

AJ: So, how do you like Chapel Hill? 

PB: I like it. 

AJ: What do you like about this place? 

PB: Now-, nothing really special-, the atmosphere here. The market system we 

have in Nepal. It's just like that. In the market, shops very close to each other, people 

are eating and drinking. And-, restaurants, etc., have places on the pavement-, I saw one 

person having a drink-, it's just like that in Nepal. That looked nice, and began to miss 

Nepal, [laughter] 

AJ: Do you ever cook Nepali food here? 

PB: Over here? 
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AJ: Yes. 

PB: No. Not here. The Nepali food here-, some of it is quite popular here-, we call 

it "daal bhaat" [rice and lentils]--. 

AJ: Daal bhaat? 

PB: Yes. Bhaat is rice, and daal is lentils. This is a staple diet in Nepal. Nepalis 

are very fond of daal bhaat. Families that have daal bhaat are respected. 

AJ: Are the people in Nepal mainly vegetarians, or they eat meat also? 

PB: Both. I wouldn't know what percentage, but we have both. 

AJ: But both-. 

PB: But-, I guess-, majority would be non-vegetarian. 

AJ: Non-vegetarian? Okay, [pause] And-, and in Nepal-, what else do they eat in 

Nepal, other than daal bhaat? 

PB: They eat fruits, also. 

AJ: Which fruits? 

PB: Now, in this season, you can get-, mangoes--. 

AJ: You can get mangoes? Are they imported from India. 

PB: They grow them in Nepal also. And also apples-, we call them "siao". 

AJ: Do they have guavas? 

PB: What's that? 

AJ: It's a fruit we call "guava" in English. 

PB: Guava-, yes, we have those. We call it "belonti" or "amba". We have those 

also. They grow them practically every house. 

AJ: They have trees in most houses? 
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PB: Yes. And we have oranges also. In the mountain areas, we have trees in most 

houses. And in irrigated areas, people have mango trees in most houses. 

AJ: There are many mountains in Nepal-, the Himalayas-, the range-, and from 

here a lot of people go to see the mountains, to climb the mountains also—. So, when you 

were in Nepal, did you ever interact with foreigners there? 

PB: Foreigners-, occasionally I'd meet them. 

AJ: Occasionally. Tourists-, and other foreigners? 

PB: I met a few here and there, but never went anywhere with them. 

AJ: Okay. 

PB: We'd occasionally talk to some who went for trekking in our area. 

AJ: were you interested in trekking? 

PB: No. 

AJ: You never went trekking? 

PB: No. I lived in the Taurai area. There is a mountain area, then there is the hilly 

area, and the third is the Taurai area. That's where I lived. 

AJ: And the Taurai area is the lowest area? 

PB: Yes, it's the plains. 

AJ: Plain area? Okay. Right. 

PB: Climbing the hills and the mountains was very difficult for me. [laughter] I 

was never in a habit. 

AJ: Not a habit! [laughs] Okay! How many people are there in Nepal-, what's the 

population? 

PB: In Nepal-, approximately two crores-, twenty million. 
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AJ: Two crores-, twenty million? Okay. 

PB: Yes. To be exact one crore eighty six lakhs. Eighteen million-, er.. something. 

AJ: Eighteen-, eighteen point six million. 

PB: Yeah. That's according to my research paper. 

AJ: Okay. 

PB: Generally, we just round it off, and say twenty million. 

AJ: Yeah. So, if someone is going from America to Nepal, what would you 

recommend to the person to go and see? What are the things to see, and the places worth 

seeing-, and interesting places-, that-, and there are people to see-, and to meet.? What 

would you tell them? 

PB: I would say-, the Bastol part of Nepal-, Nepal's biggest attraction is the 

natural beauty-, that nature has endowed us with. The Himalayas range, mountains, the 

forest, lakes, ( ), every thing-, the animals, lake--. All are worth seeing. 

AJ: worth seeing? 

PB: Yes. The animals we have in the Taurai belt-, elephant, tiger, and ( 

) is very attractive. 

AJ: Wilderness. It's very attractive? 

PB: Yes. Those that have never seen a tiger or an elephant, for them it's a novelty. 

One can take a ride on the elephant also. And there are also rhinos--. 

AJ: What's that? 

PB: Rhino. We call them "ganda". 

AJ: Oh, ganda? Okay. 
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PB: There is a lot of wildlife in the Taurai belt. Ahm.... different kind of ( 

)-, you can see those also. 

AJ: And-, if I-, er.... g to Katmandu, what are the things to see over there? 

PB: Katmandu-. In Katmandu-, one thing to see there is the culture. It's our old 

culture, and the art-, we have a museum also there. There are a lot of things to see there. 

And-, that-, there-, a custom-, like, how Katmandu got its name--. "Kashta" is wood-, 

what do you call that [in Hindi]? What you use to make furniture. 

PB's FRIEND: "lakri" [wood]. 

PB: Yes. We call it "Kath". "Mandak" is a wooden temple. We have a lot of 

wooden temples. So, from the original of "Kashta-Mandak", it changed form and is now 

known as Katmandu. That's how it got its name. There are a lot of temples in the area. 

Some very big temples-, like "Pasupati", and other temples. This is how it got its name. 

And that is why, to see in Katmandu-, in the temples-, on the sides of the temples-, there 

is artwork-, different artwork-. Before--. Er.... 

AJ: Many years old. 

PB: Many years old! You get to see artwork that is many years old. Like, now-, 

the Soimbu Temple-, it is for Buddhist-, and the Pasupati is for Hindus-, only Hindus can 

go in those, and non-believers are not allowed inside. 

AJ: Pasupati is the same as mandir, right? 

PB: Yes. Pasupati mandirs. 

AJ: What other religions do you have in Nepal? 

PB: There are many religions in Nepal. Each small community has its own ways, 

and variation of religion. The major religions are Hinduism and Buddhist. 
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AJ: Are there any Muslims? 

PB: Yes, there are Muslims also. Those that have migrated into that area. 

AJ: Christians? 

PB: Yes, Christians also. In fact some Nepalis are converting to Christianity--, 

[laughter] 

AJ: Sikh? 

PB: Sikhs also. Many have migrated from India. Almost all religions are there, 

and there are people with many beliefs. But Nepal is basically a Hindu kingdom. There 

are people of many beliefs, but the Hindus are a big majority. 

AJ: Uh-huh. 

PB: That's the official religion, so to speak. Hindu kingdom—. 

A J: Could you tell us something about these strings around your neck? 

PB: These-. I have two or three of the. The black one is from Pasupati temple. 

AJ: Pasupati is the name of a temple? 
i 

PB: Pasupati is the name of a temple. We worship god Pasupati there. 

AJ: The god's name is Paupati? 

PB: Yes. Pasupati. There are also other names for Pasupati-, like Baba, Shiva j i - . 

AJ: Shiva ji. 

PB: We know him by this name also. 

AJ: Lord Shiva. 

PB: Yes. The other is Bikram Baba-, who is worshipped by the Tharu caste in the 

Taurai belt. Bikram Baba. 

AJ: Okay. 
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PB: In the mountain areas, there is another one-, Manakamana-, which means that 

you get your desires through worshipping him. Manakamana. 

AJ: Manakamana. 

PB: So, the third [string] is from Manakamana. I brought the black one with me 

from Nepal. I still have it. The other two were sent to me by my wife in letters. 

AJ: very good. 

PB: Actually, I am not a very strong believer in religion. Now-, in the modern 

world--. I believe in modernization also. Now-, like-, worshipping stones-, I am not a 

very strong believer in that. It's just that since my wife sent them, I wore them, and 

cherish them. She would be heartbroken if she knows I did not wear them. 

AJ: Uh-huh. So-, when you talk to your wife on the telephone, do your tell her 

about America-, the joys and the sorrows you encounter here? 

PB: She also asks, and I tell her some things. If I'm having difficulties, I tell her, 

and when I'm happy I tell that too. So, this is how it is. I tell her about my work. 

Because-, it takes a lot of time to know the system, to learn the ways. One has to conduct 

a research, like you are doing on this project, to find out what there is over here. For that 

you need a lot of time, a lot of money also. On the surface, looked at generally, all seems 

to be well, and good. But when you analyze all the factors, you find out whether it's 

good or not. You can't just make a comparison and draw a conclusion. 

AJ: Yes. So, if I ask you, what your biggest difficulty here is, what would you 

say? 

PB: What's that? 

AJ: Difficulty. The biggest difficulty you have here. What is that? 
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PB: So far-, living here, I have not faced any major difficulty. Most difficulties are 

work-related-, not much else. One difficulty that I consider the biggest-, is not being able 

to get around. A vehicle. For me-, it is becoming a big difficulty. Getting from one 

place to another—. 

(END OF TAPE 12, SIDE A) 
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(START OF TAPE 12, SIDE B) 

AJ: Okay. So you were telling us about your difficulty. 

PB: Yes. My biggest difficulty is a vehicle [not having one]. Because of which, I 

can't get from one place to another. I cannot go and visit any friends. I mean, I am 

losing opportunities to go around and meet different people. That's my biggest difficulty. 

AJ: Ram Jeet, when you go back from here—you said you intend to stay four to 

five years before you go back—there is still a lot of time to go, because you have been 

here only thirteen months-, but-, for example, if you were going back in a month-, to 

Nepal-, what are the things in America that you will you miss when you go back to 

Nepal? 

PB: Things to take back from America? 

AJ: No. When you get back to Nepal, what things will you miss about America? 

PB: Right now-. I don't think I can name anything with certainty at this stage. I 

think, the friends I have made here, the people I work and live with here, I'll miss them. 

AJ: These friends of yours? Swaran Singh and the others? 

PB: Yes. That's what I think. 

AJ: So--. I thin-. I don't think I have any other questions. Would you like to tell 

us anything else-, about your life here-, about life here? 

PB: I don't think I can add to what I've said already, [laughter] I could think of 

some other things if you want--. 

AJ: No. I think you have answered all my questions. I will thank you once again. 

PB: Thank you very much. 

AJ: Thank you very much. 
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PB: You're welcome. 

AJ: You gave me the time from your rest period. 

PB: Doesn't matter. But-, it was nice talking about these things. I am very grateful 

to you. [laughter] What can I do? I have this language problem, [laughter] But I think 

you can understand. 

AJ: I have understood. You speak very good Hindi. Okay. Thank you very much. 

PB: You're welcome. 

(END OF INTERVIEW) 
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